AirAllow Remote Pro Subscription (Pro)
Manage, Monitor, and Act from Anywhere

Simple. Smart. Powerful.
Award winning AirAllow is an easy-to-use and convenient
commercial access solution that can be managed from anywhere.
The AirAllow Remote Pro Subscription (Pro) is a convenient,
easy-to-use, yet powerful full featured access solution.

Features

Specifications

The AirAllow Remote Pro Subscription (Pro) is a convenient, easy-to-use
solution where advanced access capabilities are desired. With the AirAllow Pro,
administrators can manage, monitor, and take action from anywhere from any
device. Remotely unlock a door, change access policies, immediately disable a
user, schedule a visitor, automatically send email invitations, restrict access to a
schedule, lockdown in an emergency… all from the convenience of a remote
location using the Enclave App or Admin Portal. Pro supports a variety of virtual
authentication methods such as clicking a virtual button or a web-link on your
phone. Ideal for mixed mode environments where some users may not have a
smart-phone, Pro supports traditional physical credentials such as access cards
and fobs.
Unlimited Registered Users: supports unlimited number of users
Browser-based Admin Portal: monitor, manage, and act from the web portal
Unlimited Passcodes: Pro supports an unlimited number of passcodes
Cloud stored Audit Trail: saves activities for up to one year.
Unlimited Visitors: supports unlimited number of visitors
Wiegand Interface - Physical Credentials: cards, fobs: up to 100 physical codes
Factory Direct End-User Support: with the Pro system, the technical contact of
the end-user has phone, chat, email, and knowledge base support.
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Detailed Feature List
Remotely Manage: remotely manage
users, schedules, and other access
policies from Web portal or App.
Remotely Monitor: monitor access
activities from the Enclave App or
AirAllow Admin Portal in real-time.
Remotely Act: remotely unlock a door
and more.
Browser based Admin Web Portal:
use the convenient Admin Web Portal
to manage the system from a browser.
Flexible Access Policies: restrict door
access or automatically unlock
according to a schedule.
Virtual Unlock Methods: mobile
credential unlock, remote unlock,
keypad, one-click, app-less, hands-free.
Physical Unlock Methods: Wiegand
interface allows for use of cards, fobs,
and physical keypads.
Cloud Stored Audit Trail : track
activities, stored in the cloud, search
and export to csv.
Visitors: unlimited number of visitors,
ideal for temporary access.
Standalone No Network: Without
WIFI or extensive cable runs, uses BLE.
Standalone Offline: Physical
credentials unlock without a phone.
Networked: Using the cloud connector,
the system is “always” connected with
the SGS network.
App-less Unlock: Unlock without
downloading the Enclave App.
One-click Mobile Credential Unlock:
Press mobile phone button to unlock
the door.
Hands-free: Get near the door and the
the door is unlocked automatically.
Request to exit: Use button on phone
or portal to unlock.
Advanced Actions: advanced actions
used for emergency response, remote
actions, and office automation
Lockdown: override schedules and
lockdown the door.
Evacuate: override schedules and
unlocks the door.
Leave-Return: lock when leaving,
return to scheduled unlock when
returning.
Clear: clears forces and returns to a
regular schedule.
Lock-Unlock Toggle: Forced locking
and unlocking of the door similar to
how a key works.
Door status Indicators: Visually shows
the door lock and forced states.
Keypad Mode: keypad mode disable.
Configurable Unlock Time: how long
the door stays unlocked for a
momentary unlock.
Unlock Schedules: automated door
unlock schedules.
First Person In: regular user access is
denied or a schedule is not invoked
until a designated “first person” has
entered or remotely unlocked.
Lock and Block: Lock the door and
block regular access until unlocked.
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Disable System Access: Instantly disable
a user.
Roles: specialized roles controls access
to specific system features.
Card Code: assign a physical card code
to the user.
PIN/Passcode: assign a PIN/Passcode to
the user.
Disable Door Access: Instantly disable
the user access to the site.
Access All Doors: schedules work for all
doors of the site.
Specific Door Access: schedules work
for a specific door.
Scheduled Access (4): The user can
access the site during that schedule.
First-Person-In: User is designated as a
first-person-in user.
Automated Login: User is automatically
logged into the app.
Audio Indicator: Audio is played on the
Mobile phone when the door is
unlocked.
Vibrate Indicator: The phone vibrates
when the door is unlocked.
Adjustable Door Sensitivity: How the
door is sensed by this user’s phone.
Email Invitations: Invitation to download
the app and register gets emailed to the
user.
One Time Pass: The visitor may only
enter once.
All Day Pass: The visitor has access all
day long.
Time Period: start and end dates & times
the user can gain access.
All Doors: works for all doors.
Specific Door Access: assign access
rights to specific doors.
E-mail Invitations: send users and
visitors an email invitation.
Simplistic Access Policies: simplistic
door/schedule assignments and access
groupings.
Dynamic Access Groups: Assign policies
to user groups as opposed to individuals.
Unlimited Virtual Schedules: unlimited
number of “virtual” schedules.
Physical Schedules: Four schedules used
by physical credentials.
First-person-in Trigger: Trigger a
schedule once the designated firstperson has unlocked the door.
Day Of Week: Choose the days of week
that a schedule is active.
Holidays: Assigned special holiday
schedule policies.
Factory Direct Support: enjoy factory
direct phone, chat, and email support.
Future Proof: get the latest updates
automatically including new features.
Wiegand Interface: Integrate Wiegand
readers, keypads, and other peripherals
to the system.
Input Triggers: trigger an unlock and
other advanced actions via one of the
available inputs.
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